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Category:Windows multimedia softwareQ: Differences between hash and char in a hash table I have a program that contains a
hash table that is linked list based, and I have two questions. What are the differences between an integer that is used as a key in
a hash table and a character that is used as a key in a hash table. Are there any differences in hash collision probability for two
keys that are different data types? A: Hash table has 2 types of keys 1) Character Key: these keys are like a string( basically a
char array) 2) Integer Key: these keys are simply numbers Now, if you want to find out how much the data is similar in two
different keys if you have for example both key types, the answer is: The data will be similar if: The size of the data is the same.
The same position of the data is being referred. The same type of data is being referred. For example if you have a string of 10
characters and you have a letter there is a high probability that these two different keys (the string and the letter) will have
similar data. On the other hand, if you have 2 digit numbers and a number of some sort in the middle and two different
numbers, it is very likely that these two different keys will have very different data. Similarly, if you have a number (integer
key) and a character (character key), the data is very likely to be different. Another Example: If you have 3 different types of
data, and you have each of them appearing in a single key, the probability of hash collision is really low. On an August day in
2014, Jamie Dixon stood in front of a crowd of 3,771 at the Verizon Center. The Temple Owl basketball team was playing in
the first round of the NCAA tournament, setting a school record for most points ever in a single NCAA tournament game. This
would be the last time a male Temple Owl would don the blue and gold, taking to the sidelines in a game and be recognized by a
section of enthusiastic fans. The first male Temple basketball
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